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A year after having moved to Spain,
member Patrick O’Donnell offers a
comprehensive guide to VFR/IFR flying
there

O

ffered the chance last year to relocate
from London to Madrid, my first
reaction was to pull out an old VFR chart of
the Madrid area to find a new home for our
old Mooney. Of course that was after having
a look at suitable houses and schools for my
family first…
I had flown in Spain a few times in the
past, albeit limited to a couple VFR forays
across the French border around the Basque
country and to Barcelona, as well as a few
stop overs en route to Portugal. At the
time, it didn’t strike me as a particularly
GA unfriendly country. I noted pretty
simple airspace, but was also struck by
how underdeveloped it was GA-wise, with
just few, albeit well equipped, airports
dotted around a rather large country
frequently blessed by good weather. I had
been impressed by the facilities at Sabadell
(Barcelona’s VFR field) and hoped it would
be the same in Madrid.
While I have thoroughly enjoyed my
flying here over the past year, the picture

is not as straightforward or rosy at it first
seemed. I fear that GA as we know it is
slowly dying in Spain. It is the perfect
illustration of what years of over regulation
can do, and I feel it is an advance warning
of what GA in Europe could become if
we are not careful. We may soon be in a
situation similar to what seems to be the
trend in Spain, where flying across Europe
IFR or VFR will no longer be convenient
and fun. Instead, we will all be travelling
on airliners (or bizjets for the lucky few)
and our flying limited to fun local bimbles
in microlights. If I have misinterpreted
or misrepresented anything, please to not
hesitate to correct me!
My initial flight to Spain was a shocking
disappointment. I planned to set off
initially for Madrid’s main GA field,
Cuatro Vientos, and park the Mooney
there for a few weeks while I arranged a
more permanent solution. I was appalled to
find out that Madrid’s main GA field (but
day VFR only), twice the size of Biggin,
was NOTAMed to restrict parking to
resident aircraft (half of them appear to be
unairworthy wrecks!). Temporary parking
is only available on a case by case basis
by negotiating over the phone on
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GA flying in Spain
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the day of arrival. This restriction is now
permanent! Torrejon, an ex USAF base that
serves as a bizjet field, was out of bounds
as it is limited to IFR 2t and above traffic.
They suggested Casarrubios, a VFR sports
aviation field about 50km to the SW. As I
could not figure out a convenient and cost
effective way to go to the centre of town
from there, I decided to fly to Valladolid
instead; a very efficient IFR regional airport
conveniently located 1h north of Madrid
on the high speed AVE train. I parked the
aircraft there pending finding a suitable
arrangement nearer to our new home.
A walk around Cuatro Vientos is a truly
depressing way of spending a Saturday
afternoon. The place is huge, but there is
virtually no traffic, apart from a couple of
old Cessnas from an ATPL school every
now and then. This could potentially be the
best GA airfield in Europe, with impressive
facilities, but everything seems to be slowly
drifting into decay. The Real Aero club
of Espana occupies a beautiful building
overlooking the airfield. It is open, but
completely deserted, and has clearly seen
better times. Such a pity; it resembles a club
on Pall Mall, truly luxurious compared
to the average aero clubs we are used to.
Outside, there are countless aircraft parked
without propellers or engines, a few military
transport wrecks, and most of the others
have a thick layer of dust. Out of perhaps
a hundred aircraft parked there, are only a
dozen that I would be comfortable flying in!

Get your flight plan stamped!

After asking around and reading the local
aeronautical magazines (Avion y Piloto,
Volar), it is quickly apparent there are two
parallel GA universes in Spain:
I
Official Aena regulated airports such
as Cuatro Vientos and the regional airports. Aena (www.aena.es) is the state
aeronautical agency (now the airfields
branch has separated into Aena Aeropuertos www.aena-aeropuertos.es, while
Aena retains ATC and AIS.)
I
Sports aviation airfields scene, i.e.
microlights and two seater composites
LSA-types.
At first, you’d imagine you would find
most of the airports are listed in the AIP.
However, the ones listed are large regional
airports. These are often ex, or co-located
with military bases, and serve mostly airline
traffic. The aeronautical facilities tend
therefore to be excellent, with instrument
approaches, lights, long opening times, car
rental desks and good ground transport
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Mydair ultra light flying school at Robledillo airfield
links. Fees until last year were low by
European standards, and amazingly low by
UK ones, but they have been jacked up in
2011 to expensive levels. Around ten euros
for a single used to be the norm. Now it is
often approaching a hundred, with often
numerous additional fees. Recent lobbying
by the local GA associations AEPAL (www.
aepal.aero) and AOPA Spain (www.
aopa-spain.org) is however promising
improvements in that area for 2012.
In addition, the Aena airports are often
quite bureaucratic, so the convenience of
having your own aircraft quickly evaporates.
Some fields have special regulations, impose
handing, and are not that efficient or used
to private GA traffic, with long walks to
and from parking areas. The only GA
represented there is by commercial flight
schools, often operating dilapidated Cessnas.
Very often, things can get quite fastidious
on the ground when departing. You first
go to the ARO office to pay for your small
landing fee, and file your flight plan. If
you have filed electronically, do ask them
for a printout. They will stamp your FPL,
which you then present to security to go
airside. Everything needs to go through
the x-ray machine. Some airfields want to
see ID and PPL as well, but the key is to
have a paper copy of the FPL stamped by
the ARO, otherwise they often won’t let
you through. A printout from your PC or
from whatever FPL service you use won’t
do. They also insist on each passenger and
crew member wearing a high vis jacket while
walking to the aircraft, including my 2 year
old daughter. Unfortunately, this means that
using a handling agent is often the most



convenient solution if you want a hassle free
experience. Thankfully, there are exceptions
where common sense prevails, such as in the
smaller regional airports like Valladolid.

Sports aviation airfields

Happily, with the growth of microlights
and composite two seaters, a parallel flying
universe has blossomed. The odd thing
is that it is not that actively promoted, or
even apparent on the charts or airfield
guides. The sports aviation airfields setup
is grassroots GA at its best. They have
very active clubs with plenty of enthusiasts
engaging in every sort of air activity. Gliding
and parachuting clubs are particularly
active. Their privately run facilities are often
wonderfully equipped (nice restaurants,
pool etc), a far cry from the UK portakabin
scene. My local airfield has a 1000m tarmac
runway lined with 30 brand new individual
T hangars containing the latest composite
two seaters (as well as a Tecnam Twin), so
lack of financial resources is clearly not what
is holding GA back. These fantastic little
two seaters are often worth far more than
my old Mooney which is the only ‘old GA’
resident aircraft! Typical of these airfields is
Marugan near Segovia, where you can buy
your own hangar complete with pool and
loft style accommodation. Others of note
are Cilia de Jaca at the foot of the Pyrenees,
La Juliana near Seville, and Robledillo to the
NW of Madrid where I am now based.
However, these are strictly day VFR
airfields, often in the middle of nowhere,
far from any city centre, with no convenient
means for the visiting pilot to get around.
With some exceptions, they are not at all
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suited for sightseeing trips or the 100 euro
tapas run, let alone for business trips. In
addition, the overwhelming majority of the
aircraft there are running on 95 octane auto
fuel, so Avgas availability is patchy.

Parking at Cuatro Vientos
What is curious is that these fields are very
often not in the official VFR guides, Jepp
Bottlang or even on charts. I have flown over
several perfectly groomed tarmac runways
with hangars in the middle of Spain invisible
from the charts. I have not yet found a
single source regrouping everything in one
guide, so you need to trawl through the net,
magazines and microlight guides to find
them. The AENA website has a summary
of the larger ones, and their VFR guide only
lists them at the back without charts. In that
respect the Bottlang is probably the best as
it does have most of the bigger ones where
GA pilots are likely to go (those often have
an ICAO indicator), but there are plenty
of others not listed. Call the aero club and
check the airfield websites to see if they
produce their own plates and aeronautical
data. Also, don’t forget to expand the display
on your GPS to Sport Aviation sites as they
won’t appear otherwise. The key thing to
bear in mind before heading off to these
fields is that they are privately owned and
operated, and almost always strictly PPR.
Casarrubios

The system is a bit like the ‘usage restreint’
fields in France, with varied degrees of
restriction and paperwork. In theory,
you actually have to have made a prior
application to the Ministry of Sport to use
these fields. If you don’t, then technically
the authorities will consider your landing
there an air accident! In practice the reality
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is more relaxed. The paperwork is usually
handled by the aero club. They will often
require copies of the CoA, insurance, PPL,
etc. Some fields want you to submit copies
prior to your visit, or just fill in the required
forms and copies of the documents after
landing. It is therefore quite useful to carry
photocopies of the above docs in the aircraft,
or scan them in a pdf and email them before
you turn up.
Their frequency is usually the same as the
French air to air one, 123.50, with all calls
in Spanish. You will normally try to raise
someone on the frequency (‘Trafico [airfield]
pista en servicio?’) to inquire what the
runway is in use, and then join downwind
(‘viento en cola’). Most airfields, however,
have specific joining instructions, so make
sure you get those from the web or over the
phone. Overhead joins are usually a no-no
(I have never seen them outside the UK
anyway). One frequent procedure seems to
be joining a tight downwind at mid point at
a 90 degree angle with a quick check of the
windsock, and then either left or right. This
sounds fine in zero traffic environments
when flying a microlight, but is quite
scary in a faster single approaching a busy
unknown field. If your Spanish is as bad
as mine, things can get quite complicated.
You will initially get a somewhat guarded
response, but once the ice breaks everyone is
wonderfully helpful, in the true GA spirit.
This is often helped by the fact that these
airstrips invariably have a bar.

Airspace

Spanish airspace is pretty straightforward as
there is not that much controlled airspace
in the centre of Spain. The densest areas are
naturally around Madrid, Barcelona and the
coastline. Nonetheless, while not numerous,
the size of the ATZs and TMAs is very
large, and transiting those VFR usually
means strict 1000ft AGL instructions by
ATC; sometimes quite annoying when the
temperature approaches 40 degrees and it is
bumpy.
Getting round Madrid often involves
using the Madrid VFR corridor. This is
a narrow corridor squeezed between the
mountains to the north of Madrid, and
the city, crossing the approaches to Barajas.
Due to the large areas prohibited to VFR
traffic to the east and south east of Barajas,
it is the only practical way to transit around
Madrid east to west. It is broadly defined
by the VORs of Navas, Colmenar Viejo,
and Robledillo. In my opinion it is far too
narrow, and certainly does not afford much
terrain clearance, particularly in the NE
corner between RBO and BAN, and around



the northern edge of it north of Madrid
itself near Colmenar. So be very, very
careful about terrain clearance. If in doubt,
ask for a slight climb into class A (they are
surprisingly unfussed about it usually).
When in marginal VFR, vis is poor, or the
sun is directly in your eyes, I’d rather add a
safety margin in unfamiliar surroundings
than be afraid to ask to nudge the base of
class A. The sector between RBO, ARN
and BAN is my current milk run, and I’ve
charted a specific track to follow, as there are
some bits of it where you are often 500agl or
less if you slavishly remain below the Class
A. The approaches to Barajas or Torrejon are
held much higher anyway. It is a good test
route for the terrain feature of my Aera GPS
handheld, with frequent terrain warnings! I
would be very wary of flying around Madrid
in marginal VFR.

Flight plans

One often hears that flight plans need to
be filed for each and every flight in Spain.
Although whilst in practice you often end
up doing that, strictly speaking, it is not
true. They are only required if you operate
out of, or cross controlled airspace. So if you
fly from one microlight airfield to another,
you don’t need one as long as you avoid
controlled airspace. However, on longer
flights, you will usually fly from or across
controlled airspace, as most of the larger
airfields where long distance GA operates are
controlled.
All the small untowered fields are
delegated to a designated ARO, usually
the nearest controlled field, so you need
to include that airfield on your flight plan
addressing and close your plan with them by
telephone. Make sure you have their phone
number before you file, as often the airfield
office at smaller fields (if there is one) is shut.
You have to call immediately upon landing;
they are very strict about that. I often got a
call on my mobile within minutes of landing
asking me to close the plan. Using the
EuroFPL ARR message functionality doesn’t
seem to satisfy them.
In certain cases you also need to open
your plan by telephone from an untowered
field. As it usually takes a while to raise the
local FIS on the radio, telephoning is not
necessarily a bad thing as it allows you to
activate your plan before it becomes void.
You will not get an IFR clearance over the
phone as you would from small untowered
fields in the US or France.

Flying IFR

Although VFR is easy enough and not
particularly restrictive in Spain, I tend to
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file IFR for longer trips unless the CFMU
accepted route is silly or significantly
longer. If, however, I were over 2t mtow, I’d
probably think otherwise and stick to VFR.
ATC insists on you using Y or Z plans when
departing from VFR only fields, (unlike in
France and the UK, where even from a farm
strip an I plan is accepted). Off route DCT
never seems to be accepted at the CFMU
stage, so you have to file to ‘properly’, join an
airway intersection VFR, and then /IFR to
follow it. Nonetheless, it is relatively easy to
find an acceptable combination by starting
off VFR, and once under radar contact
you can begin your IFR segment earlier.
Even Cuatro Vientos requires a Z plan, and
will usually have you climbing by circling
over the field until you get handed over to
Madrid Approach. Furthermore, 99% of the
time, you will be cleared to, and expected
to fly that exact filed route, with very few
deviations. I fly the R10 airway quite often
(BAN-PPN-SSN-BTZ-SAU), filing IFR
as it allows me to climb into class A quite
quickly, rather than scud running in the
VFR corridor. I usually pick up my clearance
approaching BAN (although I sometimes
pick it up earlier when the weather is
dicier). I get immediately cleared to 10,000
feet, and that’s it until handover with the
French; no further clearances, just a radio
call when changing frequencies. You will
get acknowledged, ‘radar contact’, and then
usually nothing else until the handover to
the next controller. What is striking, is that
I end up flying from BAN to San Sebastian
with usually three radio calls at most (great
for the Ipod). Madrid Approach comes first,
I’m then passed to Madrid Control, with
the same controller covering all of northeastern Spain. The only GA IFR, or long
distance VFR traffic you hear normally is a
northern European aircraft touring, and that
is extremely rare. In a year I’ve only heard
a handful of GA traffic on frequency, VFR
or IFR. These were mostly a few French
DR400s venturing into the Basque country,
or a D or G reg touring across Spain. In
effect, Spain between 2000ft AGL and
FL200 is empty. Even below I doubt there
is much traffic, because as discussed, much
VFR is pretty much the preserve of LSA
Microlights flying locally. IFR is dominated
by the airlines. I have yet to share the same
airspace with anything other than airliners
20,000 feet higher. Around Barcelona,
it seems a bit busier (apparently Sabadell
accounts for over two thirds of all GA
movements in Spain), but still nothing like
the radio traffic you hear further north in
Europe. Portugal, incidentally, seems to have
a slightly busier GA scene.
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You would imagine that with the lack
of traffic at mid levels, you would often be
able to get direct routings once en-route.
Nevertheless, my requests to go direct
BTZ when over Pampelona get declined
systematically (but always offered by Biarritz
when flying southbound on the return!),
so I now file a route via Donos to avoid the
dogleg over SSN where usually there is a
TCU sitting. Spanish controllers seem very
reluctant to issue Direct Tos. This is not
only a low level issue, you often hear airline
pilots begging for one repeatedly and get
declined. As soon as you are in French or
Portuguese airspace, you get an unprompted
shortcut and direct clearance. If you are
ever granted a direct in Spain, they usually
insist on confirmation you have sight of
the ground, despite being well above MSA.
Whilst having radar mostly everywhere,
they seem to be stuck in a procedural
separation mindset of another age. A couple
of times, I have kept the scheduled late
Sunday afternoon flight from Pamplona
to Madrid on the ground for few minutes,
simply by my being at F110 within 10 miles
of the field! Iberia got their own back at Vigo
the other day, when I was not cleared to taxi
until the airliner that had barely begun the
approach was off the runway.
Overall though, I have found controllers
not that bad to deal with. While they are
often overpaid (see stories in the press), quite
inflexible, and not particularly helpful,
whenever I really needed some assistance I
have got it. Examples are asking for a rapid
clearance and climb, weather deviations,
or using a published procedure to descend
safely into VMC.
One frequent gotcha is that radio coverage
at lowish levels is extremely patchy. I assume
this is mostly due to terrain, but also I think
the system is clearly optimised for high
flying airliners. Both my VHF radios are in
good condition, and I tend to fly in the low
teens, but I very often lose contact with ATC
on longer stretches before they hand me
over, or I find it impossible to raise the next
frequency. I deal with this by making sure I
keep the previous controller on box 2, and
call a local controlled airfield for an ATC
frequency if I lose them before handover.

Route planning

For VFR charts, you have the choice
between the AENA ICAO ones or the
Jepp VFR/GPS series. A good source is
Buckerbook at Cuatro Vientos (www.
buckerbook.com). I personally find the Jepp
VFR charts much easier to read, especially
in the recently updated edition. They are
however incomplete. While some sport



fields are represented, quite a few that could
be available to a good short field machine
are not there. Also, one glaring error on
the 2010 issue was having the prohibited
VFR area to the SE of Barajas only active
from 1000 agl, suggesting a handy way of
crossing low from NE to SW. In reality it is
restricted from the ground up (I think it is
for the F18s from Torrejon‘s playpen). The
official OACI charts published by AENA
have nice topography, but the airspace on
those is often very difficult to decipher and
the frequency boxes barely readable. Lower
scale military topographical maps are also
available but they are not aeronautical
charts. They are nonetheless useful in
analysing often very mountainous terrain.
The official IFR Approach plates are
easily downloadable from the AIP, on the
AENA website or from Eurocontrol. They
are ok, but not as clear as the French or
German ones for example. They seem,
however, to have made some progress
on the more recently updated ones, with
more readable topographic shading and
colour. Aeronautical Spanish does make
you smile, as an approach procedure is an
‘aproximacion’ and the missed approach
‘frustrada.’

Airfield guides

As mentioned earlier, there is no perfect
guide. The Jepp Bottlang is probably the
best, with a few of the bigger sport aviation
fields listed, but not all. The official VFR
guide looks nice, but has nothing more than
what is available on the AIP website and is
pretty useless as there are no plates for the
sport aviation fields. The Volar magazine
edits a large book, but that tends to be
mostly microlight focused (if you have a
flying machine that can use 300m strips
Spain is your oyster, they are everywhere).
Finally, the military edits a booklet for
emergency landing with pretty much every
surface (Campos Eventuales), including
disused strips, private airstrips, and what
look like overgrown parking lots. This
makes interesting reading, but is not quite
suited for in-flight reference. Nonetheless,
it is quite useful in finding out if there are
sports aviation fields in a specific area, and
identifying suitable diversion fields in a
country where airfields are sparse.

Met

The official Met office for aviation is pretty
barebones (http://ama.aemet.es/login.jsp)
(compared to what is available elsewhere
in Europe). They seem to be aware of that
as they point out in the opening page that
they fulfil their ICAO obligations! You need
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to register first, sending your PPL details
and they will reply by email with a login.
However, the general national weather
website is very good, and has some excellent
frequently updated free radar data (www.
aemet.es/es/eltiempo/observacion/radar).
Meteox doesn’t seem to cover Spain. There
is a very handy Wap/smartphone site set up
by an enthusiast with lots of met data (www.
aviador.es).

Cuatro Vientos

Practical weather observations

Weather-wise, it is not always the blue sky
heaven you read in the brochures. There
are some spectacular thunderstorms and
convective activity, and with so much
mountainous terrain, the weather can
change very quickly from one area to the
next. Winds can vary quite significantly
within a few dozen nm, so double check
the windsock before landing! I have had
for example some striking groundspeed
variations on flights between Seville and
Madrid. In addition, with few airports
and hence few reporting stations, getting
an accurate picture along a route or
at an unmanned airfield is not that
straightforward.
With high MSAs and few diversion
options, one has to be particularly careful
when flying IFR. More often than not, I
need to be at least at FL120 to clear weather
in VMC over Biarritz/Pampelona, with
frequent trips up to FL150. Icing is now
more of a worry for me than it was when
flying London-Brittany! Yes it is warmer,
but the MSAs and tops are much higher
too! The only certainty for me is that on my
route up to France, the worst bit is always
in a 20nm radius over San Sebastian. This
is the point where mountainous convective
activity meets the Bay of Biscay weather
system. Other areas where the convective
activity is usually quite prevalent are
around Logrono (in the hilly Rioja region)
and approaching Madrid TCUs naturally
congregate around the Somosierra peaks
(SIE). This makes things a bit tricky if you
are looking to approach Cuatro Vientos
directly from the North. The weather is
usually clearer further west around Navas
(NVS), but with tight terrain clearance
and hills rising again further west.
Less threatening terrain is found in the
southwest/southeast quadrants, mainly high
but very flat plateau.
Higher than usual altitudes and
temperatures also means much higher
density altitudes. After years flying over
flattish north-western Europe, this is
something that easily gets overlooked. Do
your calculations before taking off in 40

degree heat from a microlight strip in hilly
terrain! Watch those CHT on climb out too.

Fuel

Refuelling, cumbersome and bureaucratic,
has been the source of some nightmarish
stories. Allow plenty of time to refuel, and
always aim to refuel on arrival.
The main issue is that most transactions
in Spain involve the use of a fiscal
identification number called NIF (VAT
ID#). Very often, foreign pilots are faced
with a refueller who is not familiar with
fuelling foreign aircraft, and insists on
tapping in an NIF code (which invariably
the foreign pilot does not possess). You have
to insist repeatedly that you are a private
foreign flight, and that bypasses a lot of the
paperwork. On the fuel invoice there is a
‘Private Flight’ box to tick. It seems a lot
of the GA aircraft in Spain are company
managed or school owned, so the private
avgas rate is the exception rather than the
norm for most fuellers, hence the continuing
confusion.
There is a cheaper rate for commercial
avgas, and in the old days it was quite easy
to fudge it if you looked serious enough
and had a company owned aircraft (or
even a group). Now that they have gone all
electronic, it is no longer as easy to waffle
your way in to buy commercial avgas (or
maybe I don’t look serious enough anymore).
They now use a handheld terminal which
makes a direct online check. If you are
flying on business, and have an EU VAT
identification number, there is apparently
a way of using that or getting a NIF, but I
would enquire a long time in advance! (In
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order to get commercial pricing at CLH’s
airfields (in practice most AENA airports)
you need to have an ICAO 3-letter operator
code and, unless that code is registered in
CLH’s database, a proof of authorisation for
commercial operation: AOC or other.)
BP cards seem to be accepted in a lot of
places (usually represented by the local CLH
company), and make some of the paperwork
easier. You will still have to fill in about two
A4 pages worth nonetheless! Strangely at
Casarrubios there is a shiny new BP facility
and they take all your BP card details but
you still have to pay cash or credit card.
Prices can vary quite considerably between
airfields (I noticed a 30% difference between
cheap Casarrubios and expensive Cuatro
Vientos once), and on average are around
the UK rate, slightly more expensive than
the French Total card avgas rate. Portugal
used to have amongst the cheapest Avgas
in Europe, but they have now introduced a
similar private/commercial rate, and the cost
is roughly the same as in Spain.
To sum up, Spain is not the sort of
California nirvana for European pilots it
could very easily have become. While the
airspace is quite straightforward and national
regulations not particularly restrictive, the
flying infrastructure is quite sparse and
does not really welcome GA. The current
trend for additional unjustified restrictions
and costs at airports is very worrying. It is
a beautiful country to fly in nonetheless,
with plenty of interesting destinations, and
fortunately the local pilots are as passionate
about flying as elsewhere and keen to help
other fellow pilots.
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My choice of IFR aircraft
By Peter Holy

As a newly minted, but IFR aspiring
PPL, the Socata TB20 was the aircraft
of choice for Peter Holy. He describes the
factors which influenced his choice, and his
subsequent experience with the aircraft.

The beginning

I

started PPL training in 2000. The
objective was to learn to fly so I could
travel to far away places around Europe,
and to see Europe from the air. I also knew
that at some point, I would be wanting
to progress into instrument flying. On
achieving the PPL, and being dissatisfied
with the aircraft generally on offer for
hire in flying schools, I looked around for
syndicates but found no suitable ones, so
continued to self fly hire various PA28-160s
and -180s in which I accumulated about 50
hours on various local flights, while looking
around at various options. By this time, I
had refined my requirements:
I
No high wing because you cannot see
properly when doing steep turns.
I
No single door because of difficulties
getting in/out, especially for an emergency escape.
I
IFR avionics including a large screen
GPS good for both VFR and IFR.
I
Suitability for both hard runways and
grass; 500m tarmac or 750m grass.
I
Long range capability, suitable for the
legs typical of European touring (400600nm with reserves for another 200+
nm).
I
Actual machine to be less than 15 years
old (many aluminium airframes tend to
need significant airframe parts after this
point).
I
Equipment to include an RMI
with ADF and VOR needles (NDB
approaches are a feature of European
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IFR and are not going to go away
anytime soon).
I
130kt+ cruise.
Not having found suitable syndicates I
soon moved to various outright purchase
options but I did not at that time have
the budget for anything brand new. The
front runner, on specification and budget,
was a used Socata TB10. The TB9 was no
better than the PA28-160 (Warrior) on
performance and was ruled out. However,
very few TB10s I found for sale were in good
condition. After a great initial success in
the early 1980s, the sales of the TB9/TB10
models had been poor, and this resulted in
most for-sale specimens being around 20
years old. In early 2002 the budget situation
improved, and I was able to consider the
purchase of a new machine. The aircraft
which met the above requirements made a
surprisingly short list:
I
Cirrus SR20 (the SR22 not then yet
available).
I
Diamond DA40-180 (Diesel engines
were not available at the time).
I
Socata TB20 (or possibly the TB21).
The first two were very recent designs,
while the TB range dated from 1980. The
TB20 was the only retractable gear aircraft
in the line up.
It was now time to check out the hardware
and meet up with some dealers. I rejected
the Cirrus, despite its well known features,
because it did not have an ADF or a DME
as standard; nor could these be retrofitted
neatly. The build quality in those days
was not great either, with plenty of sharp
edges around and poorly fitting trims. The
Cirrus also lacks an engine RPM lever.
Pitch change is achieved with a rather crude
mechanical device linking the throttle to
the prop governor such that the engine runs



at max RPM whenever the throttle is open
beyond a specific setting. This feature gives
the appearance of simplicity but wastes
fuel. The Diamond DA40 was another very
modern looking aircraft, but again, I was not
impressed with the build quality. It was also
not capable of accommodating the avionics I
wanted as I did not consider a single Garmin
430 with its tiny screen adequate as the main
GPS for both VFR and IFR. I did not want
to hunt around avionics installers with a
brand new aircraft, but neither the Cirrus
nor Diamond dealers would consider any
changes to the factory-supplied avionics.
The Socata TB20 was very different
and the build quality was very good.
Construction is mostly aluminium, with a
curved composite roof and a lot of car-type
plastic and cloth trim inside (a little like a
1970s Renault - apparently they designed
the interior). It met the performance
requirements, as well as coming with a full
set of IFR avionics, engine instruments,
and a fuel flow totaliser. The panel in
which these were fitted was a masterpiece
of ergonomic design. Additionally, the
TB20 also had TKS propeller de-ice, and
a dealer who was willing to talk about
avionics changes like the RMI. Today, a
decade later and despite its 1970s design, the
aircraft looks a lot more modern than most
other GA types. The TB21 was considered
too; but it was another £60k or so, and
the delivery time was much longer. The
turbocharged engine and the fitted oxygen
system also result in higher maintenance
costs than the TB 20. Another option at
the time was the Rockwell Commander
114/115, but it was way too expensive and, in
retrospect, no more capable than a TB20/21
if comparing the same level of equipment
e.g. full de-ice in both cases. The rather
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larger Bonanza A36 was also ruled out on
grounds of cost.
I made enquiries around some
maintenance firms about the different
aircraft types. The general feedback was:
no issues with Socata except the TB10 wing
spar AD, plenty of issues with Rockwell
Commanders, and nobody knew the Cirrus
or Diamond which back then were a sole
province of their dealers. TB20 owners
universally liked the aircraft, although
obviously this is to be largely expected.
Pilots with known long experience of many
types also spoke very well of the TB20.
Some negative views from owners included
high parts prices, long lead time on some
parts, and difficult access to wiring behind
the car-like instrument panel. The TB20
was available with two main avionics
configurations: Garmin 430+530, or the
Honeywell KLN94+KMD550. I chose the
latter option because of the much better
VFR data on the KMD550 over anything
from Garmin.

The TB20 - Initial Impressions

In 2002, the TB20GT cost £197k plus
VAT including all the chosen options.
As it was the only aircraft which met my
requirements, I ordered it without a test
flight. I had about 120 hours total time
at that point, and what would a 120 hour
pilot know anyway? I collected the aircraft
from the Socata facility at Le Bourget with
the factory pilot as PIC (this office has
since been closed). On delivery, a couple
of obvious faults were found; the VSI was
showing +400fpm on the ground, and the
right-hand yoke PTT switch did not work.
The aircraft flew very nicely. 150/160kt did
not feel any different to the 100kt I was used
to, and the great stability of the TB20 was a
revelation, as was the ease of doing 60 degree
turns without losing altitude. Obviously this
performance is not anything aerobatic, but
is great for having fun and drilling holes in
clouds, etc. On the downside, there was a
surprising level of high frequency vibration
in the cockpit which did not seem right,
notwithstanding assurances that this would
go away once the engine had settled down.
Being a competent mechanical engineer, I
did not believe this; mechanical imbalance
issues do not get better. I subsequently
found out that out of balance props seemed
to be an issue with all other new TB20s
with 3-blade props. I refused to accept the
aircraft until the prop had been dynamically
balanced. The dealer refused to play ball,
but after some weeks he accepted he would
not get the balance of the money without
the work being done, and we flew off to a
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firm at Exeter for the propeller balancing.
The cost was only about £200, and the prop
was found to be 1.5 IPS (inches per second)
out, which most specialists now describe as
serious enough to ground an aircraft. The
rebalanced prop was below 0.1 IPS, and the
improvement was very noticeable. I accepted
the aircraft immediately and handed over
the final payment on the return flight.

Converting to the TB20

I arranged for an instructor at my old flying
school to do the “differences training” with
me. This did not start well when on taxiing
out, the nosewheel went into a 5” deep
pothole (hidden in the grass and thus not
visible) and the prop was dinged. Only the
last 10mm was damaged, but it was a clear
prop strike which required a full shock load
inspection on the engine. This adventure
cost about £20,000 (effectively several k in
lost no-claim discount over the next few
years), grounded me for 8 weeks, and taught
me a big lesson about the world of aviation:
you (not the airport) are responsible for the
taxiway condition. Obviously this is not the
legal position; you can sue the airfield, but
they will fight all the way because of the
precedent that could be created. Anyway,
suing the airfield where you are based is not
a great idea politically as you are likely to get
kicked off. I completed the training with a
different school and in all, it took about 15
hours.
I think 15 hours is a generous time
allowance for converting to the TB20.
Flying it was never a problem as it is an
extremely well designed aircraft which does
exactly what it should in all circumstances,
and it never bites. A reasonably technically
competent pilot could easily do the ab
initio PPL training on a TB20, and there
are some training establishments in the
Far East that do just that; unfortunately
the UK instruction scene is not set up for
it. Notwithstanding the ease of flying the
aircraft, there are a few things which will
take a newish PPL holder a bit longer to get
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his head around when compared with flying
say a Cessna 152. One is the difference
between flying at 150kts rather than 100kts,
and flying at say 5000ft rather than the
2000ft which many PPLs have been trained
to do. The higher speed and altitude are
trivial enroute, but if you arrive overhead
the destination at 5000ft and are still doing
150kts, you are going to be a spectacle doing
several orbits trying to get down. At the
same time, you will be trying to lose some
speed, and doing all this without cooling
the engine excessively quickly! It’s not rocket
science at all, but one needs to think ahead
and fly more “by the numbers”. The descent
can reasonably be started gently 30nm out.
I use the simple mental formula of 200fpm
for every 1000ft to lose. So, if 10nm out
and 3000ft to lose, I set -600fpm; if starting
20nm out, I set -300fpm etc.
Another issue for a VFR pilot is the need
to embrace modern navigation. Navigating
with a map, stopwatch, and compass is a
tedious and highly error prone procedure
which is only harder on a faster aircraft.
Finally there is the issue of the avionics. In
this case, these were a mixture of standard
old stuff like the ubiquitous 1982-model
Bendix-King KCS55 slaved HSI system,
the KI229 RMI (one needle pointing to the
NDB and one to the VOR), and late 1990s
products from Bendix-King/Honeywell.
These comprised of the KLN94 GPS, the
KMD550 multifunction display (which
is really good for VFR as well as IFR as it
shows European VRPs), the KX155A radios
and the KFC225 autopilot. All of this
should be easy for any private pilot to learn
and most of it is fairly obvious (unlike the
Garmin G1000 and similar products which
need a serious ground course). Nevertheless,
the GPS / HSI / autopilot do involve their
fair share of tricks. I attended a Honeywell
training course on the KLN94/KMD550
which was of some benefit, but there are a
lot of little operational details to pick up.
No instructor I ever found knew much
about the equipment, so I worked things
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out while flying around the UK at 5000ft
on the autopilot. This was not an ideal
solution but the new engine (rebuilt in the
shock load inspection) needed many hours
at high power to bed in parts and this was a
reasonable way to do that.
It is sometimes debated whether a pilot
needs to fully understand all the avionics
installed. I believe he should, to the extent
operationally necessary under his licence
privileges. For example, there is no need
to know the precise waypoint sequencing
process on GPS approaches, since there are
few of operational relevance in Europe (yet),
but not understanding how the fuel totaliser
works would be almost as stupid as not
understanding the emergency landing gear
release procedure. The FAA apparently holds
the same view; if you turn up for an FAA
checkride, the examiner is entitled to ask you
to demonstrate the operation of all installed
avionics. The UK CAA doesn’t do this and
(at PPL level, anyway) items like the GPS
get switched off. In my view, this practice
promotes ignorance of modern methods and
keeps general aviation in the Dark Ages.
After another 20 hours or so I finished off
the IMC Rating which I had started in the
PA28s flown previously. The full IR soon
became my objective, but due to the size of
the JAA IR ground school (at the time the
full 14 exams, even for a PPL/IR) I did the
FAA PPL followed by FAA IR (the latter
being completed in the USA, due to a lack of
examiners in the UK). I finished off with the
FAA CPL in 2007.

Living with the TB20 - good stuff

One year following purchase, I was flying
well over 100 hours/year and undertaking
long range flights into France and Spain.
The next year, I ventured to Sitia (LGST)
at the far end of Crete. I did not then have
the IR and these long trips were done
under VFR, making heavy use of “VMC
on top VFR”. Now, with an IR, and
always flying airways when going abroad,
I shudder at some of the things I did; for
example crossing the Alps 1000ft above
the terrain because Swiss ATC would
not let me into the (totally empty) Class
C airspace whose base was FL130. The
aircraft performed flawlessly and has done
so since, with the exception of occasional
KFC225 autopilot failures. I continue to do
long trips across Europe regularly, and am
completely satisfied with the TB20. I have
never regretted the purchase for a single
moment; the aircraft delivers exactly what
I want. Whilst training for the FAA CPL
I discovered just how well designed it is. It
flies the chandelle perfectly, on the edge of
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the stall buffet, with all control surfaces fully
working.
Every aircraft is a compromise between
cockpit cross-section (occupant space),
fuel flow, cruise speed, stall speed (short
field capability), max certified weight, fuel
capacity (range) etc. Each aircraft design
incorporates compromises to suit a specific
perceived mission requirement. As far as
IFR capable tourers go, the TB20 pushes the
compromise about as far as anybody else has
ever managed to do, delivering in its class
the highest occupant comfort, with a good
short field capability (500m hard runway),
a good economy cruise speed (140kt IAS
at 11.2GPH, just slightly lean of peak and
about 60% power), and an exceptional range
of around 1300nm to zero fuel, enabling
non-stop flights right across most of Europe.
All this, plus good looks which are quite rare
on the GA scene where most machines are
post-WW2 designs revamped with a GPS,
or more recently, a glass panel. The Cirrus
SR22’s bigger engine beats the TB20 on
cruise speed but this is achieved at a much
higher fuel flow rate, not least because the
SR22 sacrifices a lot of power in dragging
along its fixed gear.
Some of my experiments suggest that
at FL100 and about 5% under MTOW,
one can achieve 140kt TAS at 9.0GPH
(2200rpm) which gives an endurance of 9.5
hours. FL200 is also easily reached in ISA
conditions, and the TAS up there is also
140kt (2575rpm, 100F ROP). However,
in Europe, the biggest constraint on the
usable range is usually the availability of
airports and alternates which have Avgas and
Customs.
A typical TB20GT loaded up with all
the possible factory fit avionics options
has a 500kg payload equating to 240kg
of passengers and luggage with full fuel.
Together with the full-fuel range, this
is simply amazing. To date, I have had
to depart with less than full fuel on just
one occasion when I had three large
male passengers. The max demonstrated
crosswind limit of 25kt is also very generous
and not one flight has yet been cancelled
due to crosswind, which is another amazing
statistic when compared to the traditional
training types. The TB20 is easy to land
in crosswinds, and I have never had the
slightest problem or surprise with it. This is
not to say every landing is perfect, far from
it, but the trailing link suspension delivers
very acceptable landings most of the time.
No special procedures are required, and one
should always land with full landing flap
as per the handbook. I never land with half
(takeoff) flap because that disables one of



the two gear-not-down warnings (throttle
lever being below a certain position is the
other one). The high wing loading results in
the best turbulence ride in this class which
is particularly important on a long range
touring aircraft.
A G-reg TB20 fitted with the full TKS
system is certified for flight into icing
conditions but an N-reg one isn’t because
the FAA has stricter requirements e.g. two
alternators for which there is no apparent
installation option. This is a rare instance
where a UK version is more “legally” capable
than a US one. A second G-reg advantage
is the 20,000ft ceiling which mysteriously
reduces to 18,000ft under N-reg. As an
alternative to the full de-icing system, I
have found the prop-only TKS to be highly
effective. As well as keeping the prop
clear of ice, the spray also keeps the whole
front window ice-free, even when there is
a substantial accumulation on the wings.
Prop-only de-icing is a relatively cheap
option which is well worth the cost (of the
order of $4,000 compared with the full
system at about $50,000). I have found, on
many occasions, that about 3mm of mixed
(clear+rime) ice all over the leading edge has
less than 2kt impact on the airspeed, and
about 5mm of mixed ice reduces speed by
about 5kt. This suggests that other pilots’
reports of substantial speed loss in this type
in conditions of light icing were in fact
caused by an iced-up prop. The TKS fluid
is very expensive at around £200 including
delivery for a 20 litre drum. The expense
is irrelevant on the prop-only system, but
potentially an issue on the full system which
can use up the whole lot in an hour or two
if trapped in IMC. Also, in Europe, one
has the same issues as with oxygen, in that
hardly any airports provide a de-icing fluid
top-up facility, so most owners have to keep
a drum back in their hangar. On the proponly system, fluid is topped up via a cover
next to the oil dipstick cover and is easily
transferred using small bottles. The proponly system also has an option of using a
glycol/water mixture which is much cheaper
than the proper TKS fluid.
An advantage of the 3-blade prop - apart
from looks - is that prop clearance is about
8 inches (200mm) which is about 25mm
better than with the 2-blade prop, and this is
as good as it gets on IFR tourers. However,
the nose suspension travel is about 3 inches
(75mm) which means that driving into a 5
inch (125mm) deep depression will result in
a prop strike so one needs to be quite careful.
Many grass airfields (especially in the UK)
are poorly maintained, and prop strikes
are much more common than most would
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admit. That said, the TB20 is fine to operate
from both grass and tarmac. However, as
with any aircraft, the more grass you do the
more dirty it will get and this will eventually
translate into a poorer general condition. As
with any other aircraft, a takeoff from grass
long enough to reach the prop arc will cover
the entire aircraft with fine grass cuttings
which are very hard to clean off. I do grass if
I have to go there for a pressing reason, but
normally avoid it.
The conventional avionics in the TB20GT
are of course not “state of the art”, but they
are the best of the old “separates.” They are
also easy and cost-effective for a reasonably
technically savvy owner to sort out via
exchange replacements bought from the
USA, whereas a glass cockpit owner is forced
to make a trip to his Authorised Garmin
dealer every time something happens. Little
issues have a very corrosive effect on one’s
desire to fly long trips, especially to places
where avionics facilities are scarce.

The Not So Good Stuff

During the first year of ownership I
found it difficult to plan longer trips due
to regular avionics failures. These ranged
from relative trivia like the RPM indicator
(which failed twice), to more alarming
events like faults with the KFC225 autopilot
(several failures of both the servos and the
computer, with the latter suddenly deciding
to climb at +2000ft/min). Apart from the
KFC225, failures appeared to be randomly
spread among a subset of the equipment.
The EDM700 engine monitor was also
changed because the unit fitted was an old
one with outdated firmware on which the
data download did not work. The KI229
RMI packed up more than once, as did the
400Hz inverter driving it. In terms of end
user list prices, the value of the equipment
changed under the warranty must have
come to £50k-£100k. This made the 2 year
warranty (which was obviously heavily
paid for in the price of the aircraft) seem
well worthwhile. However, most other TB
owners have not reported such a high degree
of early equipment failures. This is even
allowing for the fact that most owners don’t
advertise problems in case they want to sell
the aircraft later, and because dealer support
tends to vaporise if one’s dirty laundry
becomes public. There was an irritating issue
with the Shadin fuel totaliser, partly due to a
firmware bug (which resulted in a couple of
ineffective replacements of the instrument,
until I tracked it down 2 years later) and
partly due to the fuel flow transducer. It
would be 6 years and well out of warranty
before I finally managed to fix this. The
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original STC is available on N-reg only so
EASA-reg TB GT owners were stuck with a
factor of 10 loss of accuracy.
A very important point is that nothing
of significance made by Socata has ever
gone wrong, in other words, there were
no airframe or wiring harness issues. The
avionics/electrical issues could easily have
happened on say a well equipped Cessna
182 from the same era. There were no
engine issues; the 1960s Lycoming IO-540
just keeps going round and round... The
KFC225 issues are ongoing throughout
all the aircraft models (Socata, Beech,
Cessna, Piper, etc) which had this particular
autopilot fitted during its brief commercial
life around 2000-2002, but there are simple
strategies for managing it.

End of Production

Socata stopped manufacture of piston
aircraft in 2003 and officially announced
it in 2005, saying that they would restart
when market / exchange rate conditions
improved, using a manufacturing facility
in a lower cost location than France.
Socata examined manufacturing options
in Romania (an offset deal which didn’t
work out) and later in New Zealand (the
company there went bust). Today, the TB
piston line is not officially dead but is de
facto dead. In late 2008 Socata as a whole
(TB parts, TBM and all their other Airbus
and other subcontract business) was sold to
Daher. Any re-entry into the single engine
piston IFR market will not be easy, with
Cirrus so well established, and the European
market favouring an avtur burning (diesel)
engine. A new TB aircraft would likely
be a TB20/21 with a glass cockpit, lots of
cosmetic changes, and avgas/diesel engine
options. A TB20 fitted with the SMA Diesel
engine has been test flying since about 2004
but, according to someone who spoke to the
development team, severe vibration problems
were encountered with the diesel engine.
Fortunately there is a regular (if tight) supply
of the GTs on the used market. A hangared
late-model (2002/2003) specimen should
be almost as good as new and would sell for
about £150k. Subject to everything working,
I would recommend such an aircraft
without hesitation. All GTs are affected by
the infamous Lycoming SB569A 12-year
crankshaft life limit. If SB569A has not been
complied with, this knocks about £15k off
the price, and offers a great opportunity to
open up the engine by a reputable engine
shop and make sure it is OK. At the other
end of the scale, there are some very old
TB20s around for under £40k. These would
make an interesting “aircraft project” where
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you spend perhaps £100k rebuilding from
the ground up, to finish with a virtually
brand new aircraft. This would not be
worth doing if there is significant corrosion,
however, and it would be a lot easier to just
buy a GT model. My view is that Socata is
never likely to stop making TB parts. With
a fleet of nearly 2000 airframes, this is a
highly lucrative business which integrates
well into their extensive TBM parts business.

Conclusions

Today, the options for the same mission
profile, and still working to the original
specification, are surprisingly similar.
The Cirrus SR22 would be many pilots’
obvious choice for an IFR tourer. It is a
current production aircraft with a seemingly
assured future, employs very conventional
technology, and the G1000 version has no
real reliability issues. Whilst, in my view,
its build quality is still not to the TB20GT
standard, it has much improved. The dieselengined Diamond DA40/DA42, whose
build quality has improved somewhat
since their early days, and whose engine
debacle is gradually working itself out,
are again becoming tempting options for
long distance European touring due to the
avoidance of Europe’s avgas availability
problems. However, I have flown the SR22
and the DA42 and would still prefer a goodcondition 2002/2003 TB20GT or TB21GT
for the same reasons which influenced
me originally. I might look again at the
turbocharged TB21, for its much better
high altitude performance, but very few
TB21GTs appear on the market, and few
turbocharged engines make TBO. I also
much prefer a yoke over a side- or centrestick and the TB20 feels a lot more solid
and stable. I’ve also flown in the Cessna 400
which flies nicely and appears to be a solidly
built aircraft, with a superb dual-redundant
electrical system (2 alternators, 2 batteries,
etc). It is quick, but the awesome claimed
performance comes at a high fuel flow
and at say 140kt its MPG turns out to be
identical
to the
TB20.
There is
no free
lunch!

Peter Holy
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Pilots’ talk

Compiled By Sahib Bleher
Expiry of CAA licences

A

s I still hold an old
valid-for-life CAA
licence, I received a letter
from the CAA in June
notifying me that ‘new European legislation
is to come into effect on 8th April 2012’,
and that it will be ‘mandatory for pilots to
hold a licence issued under the new PartFCL to fly any aircraft that has an EASA
airworthiness certificate’. It also tells me
that pilots ‘are individually responsible for
ensuring that they comply with the law’,
but does not provide additional information
on how to convert one licence type into the
other. Completely washing their hands of
the matter, the CAA also states ‘No further
letters will be sent on this subject. As the
final EU legislation and the associated
interpretative and guidance material are
not yet available, the CAA is unable to
answer detailed questions from individuals
on how the new legislation will affect their
licences.’ Sounds like admitting to the
process being a mess and wanting to pass
the buck. Presumably they are still happy
to charge for the issue of new-style licences.
The only mitigating feature in the letter is
that it states one may register at www.caa.
co.uk/subscriptions to be notified by email
whenever a new ‘Information Notice’ on
the subject is issued. Personally, I’ve been
holding out in the hope of not having to pay
for the issue of a JAA time-limited licence
only to convert it more or less immediately
into an EASA licence, however, I am not
sure whether this will be possible in the end.

RocketRoute flight planning
At AeroExpo I had a closer look at
RocketRoute, a flight planning programme
mainly aimed at instrument pilots. For
IFR flights, pilots enter their route and
enroute times, and the web interface will
automatically find a route and, unlike most
flight planning tools, validate it straight
away with Eurocontrol. It will then file
a flight plan and inform you of it being
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accepted. Nav logs, Notams, weather
and approach plates can be either viewed,
emailed or faxed to you; all in all a very neat
integrated approach. Airspace and nav aids
are overlaid on a road map, a terrain map
or a Google satellite map. Users can switch
between the full web version, using frames,
or a simplified mobile browser version.
The offering for VFR flights is rather
sparser (although a revision is promised).
Unfortunately, there is no offline version,
so you depend entirely on a reliable and
relatively fast internet connection. Whilst
mobile internet and WiFi have become a
little more commonly available, they are
still subject to problems, usually when they
are most needed. The program interface
is available in English, French, German,
Italian, Spanish and Danish and backed
up by a support and briefing service staffed
with real people with telephone numbers
in England, Germany and France. More
information is available at www.rocketroute.
com.

New ‘Intelligent’ charger

For pilots storing
their aircraft
away from a
power source, a
new ‘intelligent’
portable solar
charger from
Deltran has hit
the UK market.
Over the last few
years, solar power technology has become
more efficient, but most solar chargers on
the market tend to dump current into your
battery, irrespective of the battery type,
state and condition. This can often result
in battery damage and a shortening of the
battery life. Intelligent battery chargers,
on the other hand, automatically maintain
the battery to its optimum performance,
resulting in an extended battery life and,
more importantly, ensuring your battery is
ready for you when you need it. Deltran,
designers and manufacturers of Intelligent
Battery Chargers, has taken the latest solar
panel technology and integrated it into
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an intelligent battery charger to create
the world’s first intelligent solar battery
charger. Powered Adventure has introduced
three 12V Deltran Solar Battery Chargers
into the UK, a 5, 10 and 15 Watt version
(each with a 5 year warranty). For those
who already have access to a Solar Panel,
there is a Deltran Solar Converter available
that will turn it into an intelligent solar
battery charger. More detail at www.solar.
poweredadventure.co.uk.

Terrafugia ready for the road

The Terrafugia roadable aircraft has
been granted an exemption granted from
the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration allowing the company
to use windshields made of lightweight
polycarbonate materials, rather than heavier
traditional laminated automotive safety
glass, plus tyres which are not normally
allowed on multi-purpose vehicles. The
aircraft’s tyres are rated for highway speeds
and the vehicle’s weight, and fit in the same
classification as those for SUVs and light
trucks, but they weigh only a fraction of
other tyres in this class. Last year, the vehicle
was granted a weight exemption that allows
it to be classified as a Light Sport Aircraft by
the FAA, even though it is 110 pounds too
heavy for that rating. The clearing of these
regulatory hurdles will allow Terrafugia to
begin delivery of the Transition when it is
ready for commercial production next year.

FAA’s GA seat belt guidance

The FAA, responding to a request from the
National Transportation Safety Board, has
published notice of a proposed clarification
of how it interprets seat-belt and seating
requirements of the federal aviation
regulations for general aviation. The FAA’s
earlier guidance stated that shared use of a
single restraint may be permissible. Now it
has proposed to clarify that interpretation
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with language stating ‘that the use of a seat
belt and/or seat by more than one occupant is
appropriate only if: The seat belt is approved
and rated for such use; the structural strength
requirements for the seat are not exceeded; and
the seat usage conforms with the limitations
contained in the approved portion of the
Airplane Flight Manual’. The proposed
clarification also emphasises that ‘the
proper restraint method for children during
operations conducted under Part 91 relies on
the good judgment of the pilot, who should
be intimately aware of the capabilities and
structural requirements of the aircraft that
he or she is operating.’ The FAA noted in its
filing that it continues to strongly advocate
the use of child restraints such as child safety
seats for children who are within the weight
restriction of the restraint. Whether a child
‘should be held, placed under a restraint or
allowed to share a single restraint or seat with
another occupant during Part 91 operations is
a matter of prudent operating practice.’

Aircraft punch holes in clouds

report says ice crystals can be formed by
the tips of propeller blades and by the air
lifted over a wing and cooled by as much
as 12-20 °C. (For full report see: http://
journals.ametsoc.org/doi/pdf/10.1175/
2009BAMS2905.1.)

Plant-based biofuels approved

Airlines won final approval from a U.S.based technical-standards group to power
their planes with a blend made from
traditional kerosene and biofuels derived
from inedible plants and organic waste.
The decision allows airlines to fly passenger
jets using derivatives of up to 50 per cent
biofuel made from feed stocks such as algae
and woodchips. It will help carriers reduce
carbon emissions. Air traffic accounts for 2
per cent of global carbon dioxide emissions.
Airlines have already conducted test flights
using the fuel. Air France-KLM Group
operated the world’s first commercial flight
at the end of June using a blend which
included cooking oil. It’s planning 200
similar test flights from Amsterdam to Paris
starting in September. Boeing did a transAtlantic flight with fuel from the camelina
plant. Airbus, in conjunction with Lufthansa
plans to undertake a six-month trial using
planes with one engine powered 50 per cent
by biofuel from jatropha, camelina and
animal waste.

Turtles on runway
Photo © Jafvis

A study by the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) has found
that aircraft
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As a result, airports may be getting a bit
Louisiana, at 2110–2117 UTC 29 Jan 2007,
more precipitation as snow or rain. The
veport. (Photos courtesy of Jafvis.)
findings were reported in the journal of the
American Meteorological Society based on
2010
observations starting june
in 2007
from radar,| 753
lidar and sensor data. A key observation
of the project, Ice in Clouds Experiment,
Layer Clouds (ICE-L), was made in 2007,
outside Denver International Airport, when
two turboprop aircraft created a tunnel in
a cloud. It was found that this process can
lead to linear, precipitating columns of ice
composed of a high concentration of ice
particles, some growing to sizes of 1mm and
larger, with a detectable radar echo. The ice
particles introduced by aircraft are probably
responsible for many of the hole and channel
openings observed in widespread supercooled, alto-cumulous clouds decks. The
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Just before takeoff
on a Wednesday
morning, the
Kennedy Airport
control tower
contacted an
American Airlines
flight bound for the
Dominican Republic
with an unusual
question: ‘There’s a
report of a turtle on
the runway. Do you want to have it removed
first?’ The departure was put on hold as
an airport worker was dispatched to pick
up the diamondback terrapin which had
wandered onto the runway. It was just one of
many to follow; 150 turtles in total crossed
a runway to get to the other side to lay eggs
on a sandy beach east of the runway. At first,
workers tried to remove the reptiles one by
one between takeoffs. Pilots and air-traffic
controllers at times struggled to suppress
laughter as they radioed back and forth
about the incursion, according to a recording
of transmissions posted on liveATC.net.
Eventually, air traffic had to be diverted to
other runways.
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French PPL instrument rating

French private pilots may now have the
option to earn an instrument rating
similar to that in the United States. The
new rating, announced at the Paris Air
Show in June, is designed for private
pilots’ needs and operations. It meets
International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) requirements, and supporters
hope that it could be adopted by other
European countries. France’s Directorate
General for Civil Aviation cooperated on
the new rating with AOPA France and the
French Federation of Aero Clubs. AOPA
France said the first candidates could be
training for knowledge and practical tests
by September. While the rating is limited
to French-registered airplanes in French
airspace, it includes a provision for foreign
pilots with instrument ratings, such as those
from the United States, to validate their
instrument rating on their French certificate.
In addition, the rating opens the door for
other countries to follow suit. In its strategic
approach to the future of the IR rating for
GA pilots, PPL/IR Europe is monitoring
this development carefully in the context of
the proposed En-route IR.

Airline training approach

Calling for fundamental changes in aviator
training, a group of international experts
has recommended that new airline pilots
practice certain emergency manoeuvres
while flying small planes rather than sitting
in simulators, as is the current practice.
The proposals, already embraced by some
air-safety organisations, could set the stage
for the biggest shift in commercial-pilot
training in decades, according to industry
officials at the Paris air show. Before new
airline pilots receive their licences or get
behind the controls to fly passengers,
according to the recommendations, they
should receive instruction in small, aerobatic
aircraft about how to recover from stalls
and flight upsets. Today, those manoeuvres
normally are taught in simulators. By
stressing real-world flying skills instead of
those learned in simulators, the changes
also could partly reverse increasing reliance
on cockpit automation by pilots, regardless
of experience level. The recommendations
come from a blue-ribbon group of experts
established two years ago by Britain’s Royal
Aeronautical Society, an influential air-safety
body. Comprising more than 80 members
representing pilots, instructors, researchers,
training organisations and others, the study
group’s conclusions have sparked a global
debate over proper training procedures.
A few airlines, mainly in Europe, have
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voluntarily implemented parts of the
recommendations, and U.S. regulators also
are moving to embrace some of the group’s
findings.

Icing AD for Cessna twins

The FAA has published a notice proposing
an AD on Cessna 310, 320, 340, 401,
402, 411,414, and 421 twins, requiring the
installation of a placard prohibiting flight
into known icing conditions. The AD
would affect 6,883 aircraft of U.S. registry,
and would require installing a placard that
increases published speed on approach by
15 knots in case of an inadvertent encounter
with icing. The FAA has proposed the AD
based on investigations of 51 icing-related
accidents and incidents over the last 30
years. An unusual flight characteristic seen
in the set of accidents and incidents the
FAA studied, was the development of high
sink speeds that resulted in hard landings,
suggesting the need for better airspeed
awareness of pilots flying airplanes with
accumulations of airframe ice. The original
certification of the aircraft did not include
a requirement ‘to provide to the pilot the types
of operations and meteorological conditions
(e.g. icing conditions) to which the operation
of the airplane is limited by the equipment
installed.’ Therefore, the FAA says, ‘the pilot
may not realize that, even with de-ice boots or
other similar equipment installed, the airplane
is not certificated for flight into known icing
conditions.’

Absolute Minima

The CAA Safety Regulation Group has
published proposals to simplify the Absolute
Minima procedure which currently restricts
aircraft from descending below 1000
feet above aerodrome elevation when the
runway visual range is less than the specified
minimum for landing. After considering
various options, it recommends introducing
a simpler procedure with limited controller
phraseology whereby ATC advise pilots of
the RVR during low visibility operations, ask
for their intentions, but continue to control
normally, including the provision of normal
landing clearances. Such a procedure would
have the following key characteristics:
I
Exclude precision approaches to runways
that are capable of Cat 2 or Cat 3 operations (as per Absolute Minima procedure).
I
When the RVR is 1000m and below,
a message on RT to all aircraft of the
actual RVR and to check minima.
I
ATC are not to challenge or alert
once aircraft are established on final
approach.
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Controller may still formally report by
MOR any approach in which he considers safety to have been compromised.
It is felt that this option has the following
advantages:
I
Addresses the impact of varying Aerodrome Operating Minima and approach
bans without excessive complication.
I
Consistent with UK Rules of the Air
and ICAO requirements.
I
Provides an appropriate warning that
appropriately mitigates the removal of
the Absolute Minima procedure and is
consistent with the pilot and controller
responsibilities as stated in ICAO Doc
4444.
I
Consistent with the findings of the
Eurocontrol Request for Support study.
I
Maintains appropriate ATC actions,
consistent with the findings of the AAIB
Report into the Coventry accident.
The full text is available at
www.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP493
SupplementaryInstruction201103.pdf.
I

Luxury and racing helicopters

A year ago, Mercedes-Benz announced
a partnership with Eurocopter to build a
chopper featuring the carmaker’s famous
luxury approach to design. The final
product has now arrived, making its debut
in Geneva at the 2011 European Business
Aviation Convention. It comes with all the
trimmings that you’d expect from an S-class,
with the same leather seats and ambient
lighting technology in use. There’s wooden
flooring throughout, and an entertainment
system and refrigerator for the back seats.
Mercedes-Benz says that it’s ‘tailor-made for
luxury-class business and private travel.’ It also
comes with a flexible seat plan, so that you
can get more luggage in at the expense of
people, and it’s based on Eurocopter’s twinengine EC145, which first flew in 1999.
It can seat between four and eight people.
Eurocopter says that it’s already sold one to a
European corporate operator.
If speed is more important to you than
luxury, then Eurocopter has also conducted
full-power tests of its X3 hybrid helicopter
design and says it maintained 232 knots
TAS in straight and level flight for ‘several
minutes’. The aircraft, with twin outboard
propellers augmenting the conventional
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rotor, first flew last autumn but didn’t have
the final-design transmission on board and
was restricted to 180 knots. With all the
right gears in place, the aircraft actually
beat the target top speed of 220. The X3 is
intended to grow into a family of aircraft
which offer conventional aircraft speed with
helicopter versatility.

Jersey traffic restrictions

Plans by Jersey’s Air Traffic Services (ATS)
to implement an Air Traffic Management
Plan to cater for peak summer air traffic
levels have sparked a controversy within the
GA community. The plans, which came
into force at the end of June, will restrict GA
traffic by requiring Special VFR aircraft to
get pre-booked special permission (PPR)
to enter the Channel Island Control Zone
(CICZ). This is despite the fact that ATC
already automatically receive all the required
information from a Flight Plan, which is
mandatory for all aircraft. There is disquiet
amongst private pilots that they are to
suffer the consequences of an alleged lack of
capability of the new Jersey multi-million
pound air traffic control centre to handle
traffic levels they should have anticipated
from the start.

Jeppesen and MGL Avionics

Jeppesen has teamed up with MGL
Avionics, a leading supplier of avionics for
light aircraft, to provide Jeppesen NavData
and obstacle services for MGL Avionics
systems. MGL Avionics glass cockpit
aviators can now include Jeppesen data
as part of their customisation of avionics
displays. Jeppesen NavData information
thus becomes available for the light sport
and experimental pilots who integrate MGL
Avionics systems with their aircraft. Jeppesen
NavData and obstacle services are available
for the MGL Avionics EFIS systems,
including the full colour Enigma,
Voyager and Odyssey.
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Chairman’s corner
Anthony Bowles

A

eroExpo moved to a new location
this year at Sywell. I used to visit this
airfield regularly in the 1970’s when the
PFA Annual Rallies were held there, but
have had no reason to go in the intervening
period. I well remember one particularly
muddy event where wind and rain
combined to keep away all but the most
assiduous enthusiasts in what passed for the
summer of that particular year. This year for
AeroExpo was not particularly different in
that the weather on the Friday and Saturday
in mid June was indifferent with squally
showers. According to the organisers, only
25% of those who had booked slots turned
up on the Friday. This was a pity because in
my view, the move from Wycombe Air Park
brought many advantages and the organisers
deserved a better turnout. The immediate
difference at Sywell I noticed from all those
years ago, is the new hard runway. When
we hear so much about airfields shutting
down and GA operations being restricted,
it is particularly encouraging when there
is good news about investment in new GA
infrastructure. The very dry April and early
May that the eastern side of the country
has enjoyed also meant that in spite of the
wind and the rain on the first two AeroExpo
days, underfoot in the aircraft parking and
exhibition areas remained firm.

AeroExpo Exhibitors

Outdoor exhibition space seemed about
the same size as at Wycombe, but my
impression was that there were a greater
variety of exhibits, and increased interest
in those exhibits, certainly compared to
last year when, in spite of glorious weather,
there was the competing attraction of the
(football) World Cup. I talked to a number
of exhibitors at both the heavier and lighter
end of GA, and all seemed somewhat
surprised at the level of interest in their
product lines at a time when the economy of
the country as a whole is wilting. Likewise
the indoor exhibition space was well filled
with the usual names. The shape of the
hangars, wide but not too deep, allowed
for a better layout of presentation space. I
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spent some time looking at the new touch
screen Garmin offerings; much improved
displays compared to the 530/430 sets, with
innovations designed to permit accurate
touch screening in turbulent conditions. It
will be interesting to see how quickly they
catch on in EASA land, once they receive
EASA approval. A number of our members
were attracted to a new stand this year,
manned by a chap purveying LED runway
lighting, which can include pilot operated
switching; a facility with great potential
for those who have strips suitable for night
operations.

New members

Speaking of our members, once again PPL/
IR Europe had a stand. This was of much
improved visibility compared to Wycombe
years, and situated immediately adjacent to
the Pooley stand. This was probably a good
thing, although on a number of occasions,
we had to surreptitiously defend our floor
space from incursions of Pooley products. As
always, Sali Gray was in charge of our stand
and organised its manning with a number
of volunteer members, some of whom joined
the Executive Committee for dinner on
the Friday evening. Sali’s marketing idea
this year was giveaway PPL/IR Europe
baseball caps, commissioned from a Chinese
producer, and she deftly managed to get the
introductory leaflets for these put into the
goody bags for the punters handed out by
the organisers at the entrance to the show.
This ensured we had a good number of
visitors to our stand, some of whom would
have been very unlikely member prospects
but nevertheless we signed up a useful
number of new memberships over the three
days. We also collected a few renewals from
lapsed members who felt guilty on seeing
our presence (no names mentioned here!).
However by far the greatest improvement
was in the lecturing facilities. Traditionally
PPL/IR Europe has organised these
for AeroExpo. At Wycombe, we had to
improvise in a screened off section of one
of the exhibitors’ hangars but this was dark
and noisy, and unattractive for speakers
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and audience alike. At Sywell, there was
a dedicated lecture hall and the results of
this were much greater turnouts for all
presentations. Once again Andrew Lambert
managed these, producing an interesting
programme catering for all GA tastes.
Special thanks are also due to Alan South
and to Sali for their input to the weekend.
Next year’s dates have just been announced
– 25th to 27th May at Sywell so please put
these into your diary.
The only downside to the event from my
personal perspective occurred on start up for
my departure northwards. The expensively
installed Sandel EHSI in my Bonanza,
mentioned in my last Chairman’s Corner
piece, failed and I was left to find my way
home using the standby vacuum driven DI
I had also installed on the right hand side of
the panel. It turned out that one of the heavy
rain showers had permeated the windscreen
and flooded the King gyro unit which
provides heading data for the Sandel.

Olympic restrictions

A month or so ago I wrote to Theresa
Villiers MP, the minister responsible
for aviation, to protest at the impact of
the proposed Olympic Games security
restrictions would have on large parts of
the GA community within the proposed
restricted area during the two months to
which the restrictions would apply. Very
recently the government has published
revised proposals substantially ameliorating
the original proposals, particularly in terms
of the time span of application. The GAA
(General Aviation Alliance) of which we
are a member, played a significant part in
arguing against the original proposals. I
understand that the Civil Aviation Authority
also played a crucial role in mitigating the
effect of the original proposals to something
which may now just about be liveable with.

Dumped at Detling

The “Dumping at Detling” representations
continue; the issue was supposed to have
been tackled in the now defunct TC North
project. Members may have read
P 15►
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Notes to Members
By Stephen Niechcial

Social weekend, Roskilde, Denmark, 16–18th September 2011
A social weekend trip is arranged to Roskilde: historic villages and lively Copenhagen, Viking ships,
vibrant modern art, smorgåsbord (open sandwiches), beer and schnaps, Hans Christian Anderson and
the little mermaid, and of course wonderful hospitality.
Roskilde airport (EKRK) is the thriving general aviation centre for Copenhagen and is home to the
highest concentration of PPL/IR Europe members outside the UK. We will be welcomed and hosted by
local members Flemming and Kim Jensen.
Itinerary
Friday
pm
Arrivals at Roskilde airport. Taxi to Hotel Prindsen (www.hotelprindsen.dk).
Registration, unpack, relax. Drinks and evening dinner (à la carte) at the hotel
Saturday
am
Time to explore Roskilde, historic centre around hotel and shopping
11:00 Coach to Copenhagen
12:00 Smorgåsbord lunch at Kanal café (www.kanalcafeen.dk)
15:00 Coach to Louisiana
16:00 Visit of Louisiana outdoor modern art centre and museum (www.louisiana.dk)
16:30 Guided tour of Louisiana museum collection
18:00 Coach to hotel
20:00 Dinner at Raadhus Kaelderen (“Town Hall Cellar”, www.raadhuskaelderen.dk)
Sunday
09:30 Coach to Viking ship museum
10:00 Guided tour of Viking ships and folklore (http://vikingeskibsmuseet.dk)
12:00 Return to hotel and light lunch (hotel or airport)
14:00+ Flight Departures (or stay an extra night and depart Monday, as preferred)
Accommodation
We will be staying at the Hotel Prindsen, with the option of reasonable dining there on the evening of
arrival. We have pre-booked 15 double rooms at group rates of DKr 995 (approx £114) per double room
per night including breakfast. If desired, it should be possible to extend for an extra night with sufficient
notice at the same rates.
Budget
On arrival, the meetings secretary will collect a kitty deposit to cover coach hire on both days, Saturday
lunch and dinner, Sunday lunch, Louisiana tickets and guide, Viking ships museum tickets and guide;
total, 1200-1400 DKr (approx £150) per head depending on total numbers booked on the tour.
Hotel accommodation, Friday dinner, drinks and extraneous expenses will be individually billed by
the hotel on departure. Members are also responsible for meeting their airfield landing and parking fees,
and other flying, fuel and individual expenses (local taxis etc).
Bookings
Please complete and return individual bookings forms available on the website, (one per aircraft) to the
Meetings secretary, Steve Dunnett (meetings@pplir.org; tel (daytime): 02920 875188). Our numbers
for accommodation are restricted to 30 (15 double rooms) so please book early. The deadline for
reservations (and cancellations without penalty) is Tuesday 16th August 2011.
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the recent CHIRP report setting out the potentially
dangerous airprox situation arising as a result of an
IR flight coming in from over the English Channel
to an uncontrolled airfield under the London
TMA being dumped somewhere north of SAM. I
understand as a result of this incident that NATS
controllers have been made aware of the adverse
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consequences of uncoordinated dumps, and this
should now be reflected in better handling of
such flights. My own experience in recent months
coming down from the NW of the country has
been generally positive, in that I am usually asked
what form of transition I would like, and normally
this is arranged without any problems. Please do
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The Isle of Man
Registry
On 12 July, Ian Gee and
Phil Morris met with Brian
Johnson, Director of Civil
Aviation in the Isle of Man
(who is due to step down in
August). The UK is the Contracting State for the Isle of
Man with ICAO, otherwise
it is independent.
The Isle of Man is now
the eighth largest business
jet registry in the world. It is
only for private and corporate
aircraft, not commercial
air transport. In exercising
discretion for eligible aircraft,
the entry level is at the likes
of PC-12, King Air 90 or
Mustang. Target owners are
blue chip global organisations.
Whilst there are smaller
aircraft on the Register, that
is because of the owner’s
particular connection with
the island.
The pilot licensing system
is only by way of issuing of a
certificate of validation on an
existing ICAO licence for the
Isle of Man-registered aircraft
to be flown. The resources
of the Registry do not
permit a system to actually
issue licences. So, unless
you happen to have such
an aircraft as is mentioned
above, the Isle of Man door is
presently closed!

keep David Earle or myself
abreast of any particular
problems experienced so that
we can take these up with
NATS.
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That elusive perfect hold
(and some real world alternatives)
Jim Thorpe offers a number of ways of to fly
that hold

R

ecently, Vasa Babic published
his stunning JAA instrument
training manual (www.pplir.org/index.
php?option=com_content&task=view&
id=528) and this prompted me to revise
an article I wrote some time ago but never
published. In particular I pondered on my
clearer understanding of the phenomenon of
dip, and whether dip impacts on flying the
perfect hold. I have come to the conclusion
that the answer is ‘no,’ but read on and make
your own judgement.
Much has been said about the irrelevance
and difficulty of the NDB hold as featured
in the initial Instrument Rating test. I have
managed many years of instrument flying,
and am still able to count the number of
real world holds on one hand. One of those
was quite memorable, relatively low in hilly
terrain in poor weather using a VOR radial
without an RMI. This was a technique I
once vaguely understood in theory, but
which I had never before encountered in
practice, and which might have been better
revised in more benign circumstances.
In instructor training I was exposed to
two instructors and one examiner, all of
whom had firm and differing opinions
on how things should best be done. This
reinforced my view that much instrument
training, and indeed some VFR pilot
training, is about forcing pilots to learn to
do some useful things well, while suffering
the distraction of performing a fairly useless
trick to some arbitrary standard. Hence,
the hold can be seen as reinforcing the
key skills of holding height and heading
without losing orientation, while flying an
arbitrary pattern very accurately in adverse
circumstances. This could equally be
achieved by poking you unpredictably with a
sharp stick, or making you calculate every 15
seconds the cumulative cost of your training
to date, but hey we have a system that works
so why change it?
It’s worth mentioning that the protected
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The Bournemouth hold - Not for Navigation
area for a hold, although calculated in a
fairly complex way taking account of a
constantly varying strong wind at right
angles to the aircraft, gives a minimum
protected area of at least 4 NM from any
point in the hold. It is more than that in the
areas most distant from the beacon, where
the potential error is greatest. I suggest that
it is unlikely that anyone will exceed this
tolerance unless they become completely
disorientated.
Anyway enough of this seditious talk.
Let’s get down to delivering the standard
required in the initial Instrument Rating
flight test. This involves being established
+/- 5 degrees on the inbound track for
a reasonable time. A helpful examiner
suggested that in difficult turbulent or
cross wind conditions, 10 seconds might be
considered reasonable but 20 or 30 seconds
might be more appropriate in benign
conditions. There is no longer a requirement
for a hold to be adjusted to take exactly four
minutes, but being more than a minute or so
adrift is unlikely to impress. In the USA you
are still expected to adjust the hold to cross
the fix ready to go outbound at an EAT, if
specified, but there is less emphasis on how
you achieve this.
I won’t go over the basics of hold layout
and joining procedures, but will mention
that, if making a parallel join where
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intercepting the inbound, or returning direct
to the beacon are options, it might be best
to allow plenty of time outbound and aim
for an inbound intercept to give the best
possible entry to that first proper hold or the
outbound leg of the procedure. Similarly
a direct entry from an unhelpful angle
will need some pragmatic, and possibly
considerable track and/or timing correction
on the first turn after crossing the beacon,
if the outbound leg is not to start from an
unhelpful position.

Bournemouth hold

I’ll return later to timing calculation and
drift correction, but timing starts from
wings level or abeam the beacon which
ever is later. I’ll use the example of the
Bournemouth hold since so many tests take
place there. Abeam is, of course, when the
angle to the inbound leg is 90 degrees. If
you have adopted a drift corrected heading
this might not be absolutely obvious.
Perhaps you can calculate this sort of thing
easily. I write it on the chart. I’ll leave out
instrument checks and radio calls, and also
assume that you are holding height and
heading perfectly, so the next thing is how
to judge the moment to turn inbound. You
can just use your estimated time, or even an
arbitrary one minute, and hope for the best,
but this isn’t likely to work well. The prime
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objective is not to end up flying through the
inbound track and having to re-intercept. If
this happens you are on a slippery slope with
no options. If the error is in the opposite
sense, and the turn will be completed too
soon, you always have the option of stopping
the turn and intercepting the inbound as
you would intercept any other track.
If you look at the geometry of the hold,
then the nil wind location of the ideal
turning point is at an angle of 32 degrees
to the inbound track, usually referred to as
‘the gate’. Generally 30 degrees is considered
‘good enough for government work,’ and
the aim is to see the RMI on this number
at the calculated outbound leg time. If this
radial arrives early the response is to turn
up the radial away from the beacon for
the remainder of the calculated leg time.
Hopefully by this means you will regain
a more favourable position from which to
begin your inbound turn.
Having rolled into the rate one turn
inbound, it is nice to have some advance
warning of the likely outcome. This is
achieved by considering the reading of the
RMI at various points in the turn. Generally
this involves some combination of 90, 60,
45 and 30 degrees to go, with each school
of thought having firm views on their
own method. I had considerable difficulty
understanding this, and having drawn a
careful scale diagram, it was evident that
none of the angles favoured by the schools
reflected the actual geometry. In some
cases the errors were considerable. The
reasons for this are twofold. Firstly, aviation
professionals love history, myth and magic.
If they learnt it that way, then it must be
true as an article of faith. Secondly, using
an NDB, there is the dip error. Let’s just
say that if your wing is down the needle
points further down than it should, and
the error varies from aircraft to aircraft and
from location to location. If you combine
this error with the rounding errors in the
relationship between degrees to go, and
angle off the inbound track, you arrive at
a number which has a vague theoretical
justification, but is more helpfully thought
of as something pragmatic which seems to
work.
At Bournemouth, the numbers which
work are that with 90 degrees to go in the
turn (i.e. heading 167) there are about
10 degrees to go to the inbound track in
old money. Alternatively, if you accept
Vasa’s argument that dip is zero at this
point, you have 15 degrees to go, but the
nil wind geometry is more accurately 13
degrees. Anyway, reverting to my personal
assumption that dip applies throughout the
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turn, with 60 degrees (heading 137) to go,
you should be seeing the inbound track. If
at either of these two points you rolled the
wings level the needle would rise, and you
would see a number larger by 5 -10 degrees
(depending on the particular aircraft), as the
dip error was removed.
If at the 90 degree point, heading 167, you
don’t see 087 (inbound plus 10) then you are
going to complete your turn too soon. You
will roll out inside the desired inbound track
unless you do something. This is no big deal.
You have a ‘heads up,’ and if with 60 degrees
to go you are seeing a similar error, you roll
out. Once you are wings level there is no
dip. Wait till the needle drops to within a
couple of degrees of the inbound and roll out
on your drift-corrected heading. Personally
I think that it is not worth considering the
30 degree point. By that time it is really too
late to make a correction, as the potential
intercept angle is too small. 45 degrees is
perhaps helpful instead of 60 if, horror of
horrors, you have to deal with a fixed card
ADF, since 45 degrees is marked on the
instrument dial and 60 requires mental
arithmetic.

Drift correction and timing

We now need to return to the thorny
question of drift correction and timing. One
highly experienced ex examiner suggests
(perhaps tongue in cheek) that the most
reliable way to deal with this is to ignore the
wind, except in the most general way, and
take up a very large correction to ensure
that you are always well outside the hold.
After about 1.5 minutes take up a 90 degree
intercept. There is no dip as you are wings
level. With about 15 degrees to go, just turn
and intercept the inbound. Job done. This
reflects a real world in which you might not
know very much about the wind, other than
a general idea of which quadrant it originates
from. However, this method is unlikely to
impress in the exam situation, and even I
feel that if the procedure designer gives us a
racetrack, then what we fly should vaguely
take this shape into account. Oops! Looks as
if I am joining the clergy.
The drift issue is complicated by the
requirement for all turns to be rate one. We
cannot therefore correct for wind in the
turn, and as the hold is designed so that the
track miles in a turn equals that on a straight
leg, a correction of three times single drift
would take account of the three legs. This
is OK as far as it goes, but of course we only
have a forecast wind to work with. Our
overriding objective is not to go through
the inbound so usually we take an absolute
maximum of three times drift, and less if the
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wind is blowing us out of the hold, because
if we get it wrong we will end up too close
to the inbound leg. A second problem is that
with very large drift corrections, we may be
significantly changing the wind angle with
which we started the calculation. So in some
circumstances, three times drift (even away
from the hold axis), is too much and 2 or 2.5
times might be more sensible.
An alternative approach is to use only
single drift, so that you’re bound to intercept
the gate well before the time. In fact, you
might even correct the gate for single drift,
so that in almost all situations you in effect
fly the gate rather than the outbound. I
take the view that this breaks with tradition
and is a step too far, although it may well
work perfectly well. (Yes I’ve definitely got
orthodox religion badly.)

Summary

One timing method is to time the outbound
turn, and then use this number for the
outbound leg. This is quite accurate, but
only works if you pass over the beacon more
or less on track, or you won’t be flying the
full 180 degrees.
That’s it then; my suggested method based
on the Bournemouth hold:
I
Write the numbers you need on the
plate. That’s the abeam bearing, the
gate bearing, the 90 and 60 degree to
go headings and their respective RMI
indications.
I
Use double drift, rounded up to the
easiest number if the wind is blowing you into the hold, and single drift
rounded if the wind is blowing out of
the hold. The objective is to ensure you
are always well outside the hold when
you begin the inbound turn.
I
Fly up the gate for any limited correction needed towards the end of the outbound leg. As regards timing, make sure
you allow plenty, use the outbound turn
timing if appropriate, and if in doubt
round up by 20 seconds and never allow
less than one minute.
If you get an unexpected hold, and are
unprepared, with your mind so overloaded
that you cannot work out any specific
numbers, then in very general terms, all
standard abeam positions are about 1.2
DME from the beacon. The end of the
downwind is about double this distance, say
2.5 DME. Roll the wings level. Is the RMI
somewhere about the 90 degree mark, and
the DME somewhere about 1.2 NM? If so,
then start the timer. If it doesn’t seem right,
look at the GPS map. Maybe you aren’t
abeam, so wait till you are. If you are abeam,
but too close to the beacon, apply
P 18►
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Transitioning
to a Jetprop
By Paul Sherry

In the second part of his three part article,
Paul Sherry arrives in the States and learns
how to handle the Jetprop before preparing
to bring it home across the Atlantic

Getting to know Jetprop N921GG

ackie, Cody’s wife, kindly met me at
Detroit airport and we headed off for
Linden. As I mentioned in part one, Cody
owns his own airpark development, and
his garage is dual purpose, with the cars
parked in the front and the aircraft in the
back. When the garage doors opened, I
got my first glimpse of our new acquisition
since the upgrades. I was not disappointed.
Mayday Avionics had done a great job and
it looked as good as in the pictures, if not
better. The aircraft had been thoroughly

cleaned inside and out, and looked excellent.
I couldn’t wait to get flying, but had to wait
until the following day. By this time it was
starting to get dark and it seemed unwise to
fly a completely unfamiliar aircraft from a
shortish runway at night for the first time.
Of course, with the time shift, I was wide
awake at 04:00 local the following morning
and had time to kill until Cody picked me
up and we headed back to the airpark. We
spent the morning in some ground school
and education, and then after lunch it was
pulled out of the hangar and it was time to

go flying. I had some King Air time from a
few years ago, but there was a big grin on my
face when I hit the starter for the first time
and then waited for the engine to wind up
to 15% N1 before putting in the fuel and
hearing it light up and accelerate. Starting
a turbine has certain myths associated with
it, particularly that of a hot start. Whilst
not impossible, such events are extremely
rare in a PT6 if the correct procedures
are followed and attention is paid during
the critical phase of the start sequence.
Almost all turbine engines use
P 19►

◄ P 17 a larger drift angle. Look at the
map and the DME. If it isn’t obvious that
you will be starting the turn somewhere well
outside the depiction of the hold, turn away
from the hold track some more. If it’s all that
uncertain, forget turning checks, just roll out
with a decent intercept, get rid of dip issues
and treat the inbound like any other track

intercept.
Outside of a training environment, whilst
you should always monitor the radio facility
a hold is predicated on, you can put a ‘direct
to’ the holding fix in the Garmin GPS and
OBS the inbound. This eliminates dip. It is
quite interesting to do this on a two needle
RMI and see the differences in real time.

You can then just do something vaguely
sensible for timing and drift correction, fly
the beam bar and you will be well within the
protected area tolerances, particularly with
a slow aircraft. If you have an autopilot able
to fly the hold, you can even use all the spare
time to rebrief the minima and
missed approach....

J
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the vast majority of the air going
through the engine as a coolant acting
as a barrier between the hot flame and
the structures which contain the ignition
process. The flame reaches 2000 deg C and
would otherwise easily melt the inside of
the engine. So airflow through the engine
is critically important to controlling the
temperature of the start. The more air,
then the cooler the start, and the better for
engine life. Airflow through the engine
is dependent on a number of factors with
the most important one being the battery
condition. The better the batteries, the
quicker the starter-generator turns, the more
air through the engine and the cooler the
start. So if you keep your batteries in tip top
condition then the chances of a hot start are
extremely small. Other factors involved with
a hot start include starting with the engine
exhaust pipes into wind (more back pressure
in the engine), a faulty starter generator
(rare as they get serviced every 500 hours
and overhauled every 1000 hours) or having
accessory loads switched on (examples would
be alternators and air conditioning units).
If you follow the checklist, it shouldn’t
happen. Also the start sequence of a PT6A
engine is quite leisurely in terms of time,
compared to the Allison engine which
powers a Jet Ranger, so it really would
require complete lack of pilot attention to
cause any significant damage. All the pilots
in our group certainly operate the ‘sterile
cockpit’ principle during the engine start
sequence until the engine has stabilised at a
steady idle.
With the engine started I brought all
the systems on line with Cody’s help, and
taxied out for my first departure. We have
subsequently, with the assistance of Travis
Holland, compacted our checklist even
further. Assuming the aircraft is properly
configured before taxi, the pre take off items
are then only three in number; controls full
and free, rudder trim set (a lot to the right
– important!) and elevator trim set. Hence as
soon we get taxi clearance, the call to ATC
is ‘ready on reaching’. By the time you get
to the holding point the engine is always
fully warm and good to go. There is no
requirement to cycle the prop or check for
feather, as the propeller lives in feather when
the engine is stopped.
Anyone who has flown a Seneca 2
(fixed wastegate turbochargers) would be
quite at ease flying behind a PT6. The
basic principle is that the pilot should not
‘firewall’ the power lever. PT6’s do not
have FADEC, and it is easy to over-torque
the gearbox if you have a heavy right hand.
The broad equivalent of MAP in a constant
◄ P 18
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speed piston engine aircraft is torque in a
PT6. At low altitudes the engine is torque
limited, and at high altitudes where the air is
less dense, temperature limits come into play.
There are three levels of over-torque. The
first records an excess on the Shadin and
means a slap on the wrist from the group
maintenance manager (aka yours truly). The
second, (more than 1600lb/ft) mandates an
engine mount inspection as it is possible to
twist the structure. The third means getting
P&W involved. We don’t want to go there.

Into the air

Check list complete, we are lined up on
runway 27 for departure at Linden Price.
I lean on the brakes and start to advance
the power lever. The prop spins up into the
governing range and once it is stable ‘in the
green,’ and on instructions from Cody, I
release the brakes and push the power lever
forward to try and achieve about 1250lb
of torque. The aircraft fires off down the
runway like a frightened rabbit and squirrels
left off the centreline. Having been a twin
driver for the last 5 years I am of course
lazy with my feet, and am not ready for
the full effects of a very large clockwise
spinning prop absorbing 560 SHP. I stamp
on the rudder pedal and off we go to the
right. By this time, being light on fuel, we
are approaching the 90 knot rotate speed
in less than half of the 900 metre runway,
and I try to get the aircraft straight and
rotate. The frightened rabbit morphs into
a space shuttle, and we fire into the air
accelerating through 100 knots. The P factor
and the gyroscopic progression now add
to the yawing forces. The right wing dips
dangerously as I try to correct with aileron
and not rudder. Cody reminds me that with
a 46ft wing span, it is not difficult to catch
a wing tip. Barreling through 2000ft AAL,
and climbing at 2500ft/min, I lower the nose
to level the aircraft and try and stay below
the airspace of the local larger airport. Before
I blink, the airspeed tape has gone red (if I
can actually find it as this is my first time
behind a glass PFD), and we have exceeded
Vmo (Vne for a turbine powered aircraft).
The power lever is pulled back to just less
than half maximum take off torque and we
are still only just inside the maximum speed
limit of 172 KIAS. Yikes, will I ever get a
grip of this?
At last we are something approaching
straight and level as we rocket off toward
a nearby airport with, thank goodness, a
much longer runway. Fortunately my copilot handles all the radio calls as I am at
least 10nm behind the aircraft. We join
downwind and are still doing 160 knots.
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Vref is 95 knots. Why can’t I get this thing
slowed down? Gear down, three greens
and flaps stage 1. At the bottom of the
downwind leg we are still doing 140 knots
when we should be at 120 and turning to
final things aren’t much better. I manage
to get it back to 120 and we come over the
fence at Vref +25. The runway is long but
the elevators are very powerful and it is hard
to get the attitude right. The touchdown
is, shall we say, less than optimal but we
still have enough runway left so it’s flaps up
and off we go again. This time I am in the
circuit and there is just too much going on
too quickly. There is nothing else around;
just as well, as I struggle to keep it anywhere
near 1000ft AAL. Again speed control is
well wide of the mark, but I manage to get
it safely on the runway before going round
the circuit once more to a full stop landing.
We taxi into the FBO for fuel and the air
conditioning is working full blast. It is not
hot outside, but I need to cool off and take
a rest. So it goes over the next few days. I
gradually get to grips with the upper air
work and start to calm down, but I am really
struggling with speed control in the pattern.
Everything is happening much too fast. We
fly to Milwaukee on Friday to pick up Phil
and I fly P1 back to Linden Price which is
Cody’s home base.
The following day Phil gets his first shot.
I stay on the ground, as I need a break after
struggling a bit for the last few days. I also
felt it kinder to give Phil a go without a back
seat driver. We do, however, fly together
over subsequent days and (hope you don’t
mind Phil) it re-assured me to see a more
experienced pilot than me have to work
hard as well. By Sunday we are beginning to
make some progress, but neither of us feels
relaxed in the circuit. That night we get to
Detroit and have our first meeting with our
ferry pilot Travis Holland.

Starting out for home

On the Monday scheduled for departure
Travis wanted to do a flight to check all is in
order before heading out across the Atlantic
in a single engine aircraft. We do our first
high altitude climb and get up to our service
ceiling of FL270. Travis runs through a
number of checks of the engine and safety
systems, and declares himself satisfied with
the performance of the aircraft. We now
find what was missed at the prebuy which is
the faulty heated windscreen. It is a $25,000
replacement item so it does leave a slightly
bad after taste. That said, there is not much
we can do about it now. We land at Oakland
County airport (KPTK), fill up with Jet A1
and purchase some aviation supplies for the
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journey home including some 2380 turbine oil, which is not easy to
come by in remote areas of the North Atlantic. We depart for Linden
Price airport, and start to load up.

information that Travis has filed in advance. They readily admit
that they will not be there for our projected departure time of 06:00
local, so an envelope is given to the FBO so that they can collect our
I-94s from our passports and hand them in later. We are delivered
with our baggage into town by courtesy car.

Travis has arrived fully equipped for a North Atlantic crossing.
There are three survival suits, a raft, emergency supplies, a satphone,
an EPIRB, and various other pieces of safety kit. On top of that,
we have baggage for three people. Finally there is Travis, Phil and I.
Travis would be considered as ‘standard’ weight, but regrettably Phil
and I don’t come under the same classification. We don’t calculate
the take off weight!

After settling in to the hotel, Travis invites us to his room to brief
us on the next day’s events, and specifically on safety procedures.
Phil and I duly arrive and try on our survival suits. We look like
a couple of Teletubbies (fortunately no photographic evidence
is available) but it is potentially deadly serious. There is quite a
substantial section of the sea crossing that is out of helicopter range.
Given the fact that there is about an 80% chance of surviving a
ditching, then the only chance of lasting until surface rescue would
mean having the right equipment, and also knowing how to use it.
The plan is that Travis will wear his immersion suit all the time.
In the (very unlikely) event of an engine failure, he will then take
command of the aircraft and Phil and I will don our survival suits.
As the aircraft descends at approximately 600 fpm and we will be at
27,000 ft, we will have about 45 mins to do this. So plenty of time to
consider our fate then…

The time had finally come to depart. The first leg is a relatively
short hop from Linden Price, just west of Detroit, to Burlington in
Vermont with a great circle distance of 460nm. Phil is going to fly
this leg with Travis P2. We say our goodbyes to our host, the crew
settle themselves down up front, and I make myself comfortable
in the back; it is very comfortable. We taxi out and then depart,
leaving Linden Price behind us for the last time. Despite being
substantially overweight, the Jetprop climbs steadily to our requested
cruise of FL270. Initially we talk to Detroit and then Toronto,
with me getting a great view of Lake Ontario and Niagara Falls as
we fly eastward just south of the St Lawrence Seaway. About two
hours later we start our descent toward Burlington (KBTV), and it
has been a comfortable and uneventful flight. We taxi in to one of
the most impressive FBOs that I have ever seen. It is almost brand
new, all glass and stainless steel, and the staff are very helpful. We
also pay a visit to US Customs and Immigration as this will be our
departure point from the USA. It is all very friendly and relaxed, but
everything is checked and the customs officer walks out to inspect
the aircraft and to check that the data plate is consistent with the
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Briefing complete, we head into town for a very enjoyable
supper. To be honest, I don’t sleep too well that night; a mixture of
excitement at what lies in prospect the following day, undoubtedly
tinged with a degree of apprehension regarding long ocean crossings
in a single engine aircraft.
To be continued
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